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     INTRODUCTION 
 
 On January 25, 2007, the undersigned was appointed as Fact Finder in the subject impasse by the 
N.Y. State Public Employment Relations Board (“PERB”) to inquire in to the causes and circumstances of 
the dispute involving BOCES and the Union.  The undersigned contacted representatives of the parties who 
were continuing to negotiate a new collective bargaining agreement and was advised they were in serious 
settlement discussions.  A preliminary meeting, scheduled for March 27,  had to be adjourned to March 29; 
however, new Counsel was retained by the Union and the Fact Finder granted an application for a  further 
adjournment of the Fact Finding to May 8, 2007 and also requested  Pre-Hearing Briefs and copies of the 
cogent documents upon which the parties relied. 
 
 When the parties met at the Administrative Office of BOCES on May 8, discussions were had on 
the still remaining open issues as the same were described in an exhibit contained in the sole Brief and 
documents provided by the Union..  It was determined that seven items were prime issues and that the 
parties would exchange Briefs and submit any responses thereto in accordance with a schedule set by the 
Fact Finder with the hearing to be held on June 26, 2007 at  BOCES in Garden City.  
 
 On June 26, before the Hearing commenced, BOCES’ counsel made an application for an 
adjournment to review a report of a forensic accountant who was to testify as a witness for the Union and 
which report BOCES’ counsel had just received.  After some discussion with the parties as to availability, 
the undersigned adjourned the Hearing for nine days, to July  5, and detailed the issues to be considered as : 
 
  Salary; Longevity; Performance Evaluations;  Retiree Health Care Contributions; 
  Forfeiture of Sick/Vacation Pay-out to a Felon; Pay-out for Unused Sick Leave; 
  and, Personal Leave. 
 
The undersigned also directed that the Hearing would be completed on July 5 and directed that any 
additional documents would be exchanged between the parties prior to said Hearing.  Thereafter, certain 
additional documents were provided by BOCES. 
 
 
     BACKGROUND 
 
 BOCES serves the fifty-six (56) school districts of Nassau County, Long Island, by providing 
cost-effective shared services, including career training for high school students and adults, special 
education , alternative schools, technology education, and teacher training, as well as dozens of programs to 
expand educational opportunities and to help school districts operate more efficiently.  It maintains 
approximately thirty-six (36) facilities in which one-hundred (100) different programs and services are 
offered.  This year,  Nassau BOCES employs 2,900 full-time individuals.  Currently, ninety (90) 
Educational Administrators are employed by Nassau BOCES.1   
 
 The unit of employees represented by the Union  consist of  all Principals, Principal II, Associate 
Principals, Supervisors I, Supervisors II, Program Coordinators, Program Specialists and Program 
Assistants.  There are approximately 88 members in the unit and these individuals perform essential 
functions for Nassau BOCES, are critical to BOCES’ ability to fulfill its obligations to the community at 
large and are dedicated professionals.2  
 
 The Mission Statement for Nassau BOCES , cited in the Brief submitted by the Union  in support 
of its contentions, reads: 
 
   
 Nassau BOCES is a partnership of the county’s school districts and is dedicated to 
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 providing the best possible education for learners of all ages and abilities.3

 
  
 Negotiations between the parties commenced on August 29, 2005 (about 2 months after the prior 
contract terminated)4 when proposals from the Association were provided to BOCES, and when 
negotiation sessions did not provide resolution of the issues, the parties moved to mediation and during the 
course of it, proposals were reduced to 15 collectively.  On March 20, 2007, in their last mediation session, 
the parties were very close to settlement and had resolved eleven (11) of the fifteen (15) proposals, 
including all significant compensation issues.  However, complete settlement was not achieved and the 
parties elected to proceed to Fact-Finding.5  
 
 The Union noted that since agreement was not reached on March 20, and in light of the fact that 
the Unit will see actual losses in net salary over the life of the contract under the final proposals,  it 
increased its salary proposals to make them “fall in  line with the lower school districts in Nassau, rather 
than the ‘below the chart’ numbers produced on March 20, 2007.”6  Furthermore, the Union observed: 
 
  “Members of our Unit are regarded as the experts in Nassau County 
  in the areas of cutting edge instructional technology, programming 
  for students with Autism, assistive technology and augmentative 
  communication for those with disabilities, state of the art Professional 
  Development, data warehousing, creative and performing arts  
  education, Literacy Training, Bilingual Education, Outdoor Education 
  and much more.  Our members are routinely requested  by the component 
  school districts to provide evaluations, programming, instruction and 
  professional development to their staff.     
 
  “We are the most knowledgeable members of the Agency in these areas. 
  We ARE the experts in our chosen areas of expertise, and are seen as such 
  by the component districts of Nassau County and much of Suffolk County, 
  as well. 
 
  “The leadership and expertise of the Nassau BOCES Educational 
  Administrators Association allows Nassau BOCES to fulfill its vital 
  mission to the citizens of Nassau County.”7

 
 In addition to salary, the Union noted, another main point of impasse was what the Union 
characterized as the “demerit” system whereby the Superintendent is allowed to withhold pay raises for any 
member who does not receive a satisfactory evaluation.8  The provision in the former Collective 
Bargaining   Agreement (CBA), which by its terms ended on 30 June 2005, is provided in Section 3.3 of 
that CBA which describes “Salary Determination” and states that  the salary fund  for a school year shall be 
distributed  
“based upon individual satisfactory  performance evaluations of each administrator (emphasis mine).”9   
Thus,  salary is determined for each Administrator by the Superintendent, based on each  Administrator’s 
satisfactory performance evaluations in each year of the contract term; indeed, Section 3.3 (4) provides that 
“(i)t is specifically understood and agreed by the parties that the... salary distribution ...(in each of  the 

                                                           
3 Union Brief, page 3. 
4  See Exhibit l, BOCES Brief, Sec. 1.5, page 2. 
5  BOCES Brief, page 1. 
6  Union Brief, page 7. 
7  Union Brief, pages 5-6. 
8  Union Brief, page 6. 
9  BOCES Brief, Exhibit l, Sec. 3.3 (1), page 3. 

 



 

contract years) shall be based upon the unit member’s previous year performance evaluations.”10   
 
 It is the Union’s “adamant” view that it “will not accept a CBA with such broad  unchecked  
discretion given to the Superintendent to determine if they [Unit members] will receive a pay raise.”11   
 
 Again, on the issue of salary, both parties had accepted  16.5% over 4 years  (3.75, 4, 4.25, and 
4.5%);  however, the Union sought  “a one time, across the board, $4,000 increase in salary in year one of 
the CBA for every single member of the bargaining unit prior to instituting  percent raises.”12   BOCES, on 
the other hand, declared that the $4,000 demand, first made on May 8, 2007, was: 
 
   “exorbitant in light of the significant salary increase of 16.5% over four  
  years and cannot be countenanced by Nassau BOCES in view of its 
  difficult financial condition... [and] can only have been interposed at  
  this late date, after one and a half years of bargaining, as a patent 
  attempt to create a ‘red herring’13 intended to induce the BOCES to 
  concede on other issues that remain unresolved.”14

 
 However, the parties  were of the same mind on the issue of Longevity (with different sums being 
paid in the 10th to 14th year, and in the 15th and later years), except the Union sought  to institute longevity 
payments of $500 each in the 7th to 9th year, asserting that such payment would encourage the retention of 
existing talent and attraction of new Administrators.15    Although valuing the purpose of longevity awards, 
BOCES saw no merit in establishing an award after only seven years service whereas it  considered it 
appropriate for retention of Administrators after 10 years of service as “they are more cognizant of the 
culture, practice and professional expectations of Nassau BOCES...[and] awards for service over 10 years 
makes sense and coincides to Nassau BOCES goal of retention.”16

 
 
    FINDINGS and RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
 Having reviewed the Briefs, exhibits, documents and Transcript of the Hearings and considered 
the arguments of the parties, the Fact Finder further details the respective positions of the parties, analyzes 
them and submits the following findings and recommendation  on the unresolved issues  noted above. 
 
      SALARY 
 
 A.  BOCES Position: 
 
 BOCES described the local economy as “extremely uncertain” and provided data from the New 
York State Comptroller regarding New York’s  “precarious financial condition” with anticipated out-year 

                                                           
10  BOCES Brief, Exhibit l, pages 2-3. 
11  Union Brief, pages 6-7. 
12  Union Brief, page 8. 
13  The original red herrings were dried salted herrings, called by the British “bloaters.”  
The theory among fox hunters of Old England was that a red herring dragged across a 
fox’s trail would divert the dogs to a false trail by destroying the fox’s scent.  This was 
known, in the language of the hunt, as “faulting the hounds.”  So,...a charge used to 
confuse or divert...attention from the real issues.***. Morris Dictionary of Words and 
Phrase Origins, Harper & Row, Publishers,  New York, NY, (1977). 
14  BOCES Brief, page 4. 
15  Union Brief, page 8. 
16  BOCES Brief, page 12. 

 



 

budget gaps that rise from $3.1 billion in 2008-2009 to $6.6 billion in 2010-2011, with no specific strategy 
outlined to address these gaps.  Further, “New York’s local tax burden is already the highest in the nation” 
and “the uncertainty of the economy has directly affected all Long Island BOCES.“17  BOCES notes, that 
in order for it to remain competitive, it must  be wary of increasing tuition rates because of its direct impact 
on decreased enrollment.  Hence, it argues, “it must sustain a careful balance in order to preserve its 
financial stability...[and it also faces] a new financial pinch, spiraling fuel prices that could add millions to 
heating expenses this year alone.   Since 2004, the cost of heating oil increased by sixteen percent 
(16%).”18

 
 Accordingly, BOCES urged, its initially acceptable offer of 16.5% salary increases during the term 
of the contract is prudent, fair and reasonable as the current BOCES Salary Schedule provides both a 
minimum  and career level base salary for each job title and are predicated upon an Administrator receiving 
a satisfactory performance evaluation, with movement to career level after a minimum of four years service 
in title and at least four consecutive satisfactory job evaluations.  Also addressing the “demerit clause” 
argument raised by the Union (described in detail hereafter), BOCES declared: 
 
  “The career level mechanism is designed to ensure that the salary of  
  Educational Administrators is maintained at a competitive rate.  At  
  the same time, salary determinations are premised on merit.  Nassau 
  BOCES awards Educational Administrators for satisfactory job  
  evaluation every year by awarding a performance based salary  
  increase as well as a career level adjustment after four years  
  of consistent satisfactory performance.”19

 
 Moreover, BOCES argued, Nassau BOCES  principals are compensated at rates competitive  to 
elementary school district principals; although, a minimum principal’s salary at Nassau BOCES is 
approximately $10,000 less (and for a maximum principal salary, approximately $20,000 less) than a 
comparable elementary school district principal, it does provide career level advancement after four years 
of service on the one hand and on the other, unlike a school district, it does not have an unlimited ability to 
raise revenue, via real property taxes, to pay its administrators at high rates.  Indeed, it urged, it is better 
compared to a private institution than a school district as its ability to raise revenue is directly affected by 
the relationship between  tuition rates  (its primary source of revenue) and enrollment.    BOCES declared 
that were a school district to consider using BOCES services but find the tuition rates to be too high,  it 
may then choose not to participate since participation of local school districts in BOCES programs is 
entirely voluntary; indeed, if a school district determined that it could either offer the service itself  for less 
or use a different institution at a lower cost, it could choose not to employ Nassau BOCES.20

 
 On the issue of salary and related benefits, BOCES stated that, currently,  85% of its operating 
budget is expended on these items for all its employees and it is a growing percentage which could become 
“problematic” where the individuals who receive Nassau BOCES services require even more specialized 
attention and services; moreover,  a school district would be discouraged from contracting with Nassau 
BOCES if the high cost for such services is not directly correlated to superior services and programs.  
BOCES argued that the number of individuals receiving services has remained stagnant or has dropped 
since 1997 and that a combination of salary increase and a stagnant enrollment indicates “a tenuous 
financial future” for Nassau BOCES.21

 
 BOCES pointed out that it “is organized under section 150 of the Education Law and operates 
quite differently than a school district.  Unlike a school district, which may levy tax to create a planned 
balance, a BOCES operating plan and budget is computed upon the request of component school 
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districts...[and, repeating the argument it raised in its Brief,] in computing tuition charges, which composes 
ninety-one percent (91%) of BOCES revenue, BOCES must be cognizant that tuition charges need to be 
reasonable and competitive with other service providers.”22   Accordingly, BOCES maintained, the salary 
increase of 16.5% over four years for Administrators was appropriate and offered the testimony of its Chief 
Financial Officer, the Associate Superintendent for Business Services, JOAN SIEGEL, that such an 
increase was “prudent... because of increasing pressures on the tuition rates” which she described as 
increases in the Teachers Retirement System, health insurance premium costs and  fuel costs.23                                                         
 
 
 Union Position: 
 
 The Union noted that both parties were close on March 20, 2007,  but when no agreement was 
reached certain changes were made in its salary position as it sought a one-time across the board $4,000 
pay increase in Year One of the proposed CBA for all Unit members, after which the 16.5% increase (over 
four years) would apply to the new increased base.  It argued : 
 
  “In this way, the inequity our bargaining unit members face, i.e., salaries 
  that are below not only all  other districts in Nassau  County, but also  
  below the salaries of Western Suffolk BOCES and Eastern Suffolk BOCES, 
  is addressed, even if parity is not reached.”24

 
 Moreover, the Union declared: 
 
  “Salary is just one component of  the impasse between the parties.  In addition, 
  ...our bargaining unit is being required to pay more in health insurance  
  premiums than any other comparable BOCES administrator union on Long 
  Island, receives less time off...and ...have lesser terms and conditions of   
  employment than other BOCES administrator unions on Long  Island..”25  
 
 In a comparison of  Salaries paid, the Union attacked  BOCES’ contention  of comparing its 
principals  to elementary school principals, rather than to high school principals, and noted that of the 16 
Administrators in the bargaining unit in the Principal title, only 3 are at the elementary level while 13 are at 
middle and high school level; also that “(t)he chart Nassau BOCES provided in their Exhibit B [probably 
means Exhibit 2] clearly indicates  that Nassau BOCES  Middle School Principals are paid $11,748 to 
26,465 LESS and Nassau BOCES High School Principals are paid $24,595 to $33,128 LESS than their 
counterparts in Nassau County.”26   
 
 With respect to the Career Level adjustment provided by BOCES, the Union observed, although it 
was “designed to help ameliorate some discrepancy in salary increases...a member [who qualifies] is 
thwarted by the arbitrary 10% cap in salary increases...[and our members] should not  have to wait for two 
or three years to finally receive the entire Career Level adjustment in salary merely because the amount of 
the adjustment would exceed 10% of his/her salary.”27   
 
 Next, the Union addressed the Ability to Pay issue raised by BOCES, and offered the testimony of 
its Financial Consultant,  MARTIN R. CANTOR, whose qualifications were set forth in Union Exhibit J28

                                                           
22 BOCES Post Hearing Brief, page 2. 
23 Hearing Transcript, hereafter “Tr.”, pages 295, 296. 
24 Union Brief, page 8. 
25 Union Post Hearing Brief, page 5. 
26 Id. at page 6. 
27 Id. at page 7. 
28 Briefly stated, Mr. Cantor is a Certified Public Accountant, in private practice, licensed 
in New York, and holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting (Brooklyn College, 

 



 

 
 Mr. Cantor testified that his charge was  “to take a look at the financial statements and see if they 
could afford the raises.  That is what I did29... [and further on] I took a look at the financial results of the 
operations to make a determination, if the Board so chose to fund the raises requested and if it so chose, 
would Nassau BOCES have the ability to pay without impacting either their component school districts  or 
Nassau BOCES.  My conclusion was yes, they could have done it if they wanted to.”30  And  again, “I was 
hired to make a determination on affordability and that is what I did.”31

 
 To do this, Mr. Cantor testified, he examined BOCES’ financial statements, looked at the 
“unrestricted net assets” and at the “unrestricted cash” available and he then referred to page 5 of 
Association Exhibit J, where he stated he did his “analysis of whether  Nassau BOCES had the ability to 
fund the requested wage increases.”32   He also declared that he did reasonable projections for future years 
of the proposed  increases.33  As for BOCES Exhibits 9 (Tuition Increases over Past Ten Years), 10 (Cash 
Flow Analysis, 2004-2005) and 11 (Cash Flow Analysis, 2005-2006), Mr. Cantor declared, in all  “It only 
reinforces my opinion that BOCES has the ability to pay.”34  Indeed, Mr. Cantor testified, his Exhibit J 
“presents a compelling case of the ability of Nassau BOCES to fund the wage increase ...(f)or the entire 
four year period.”35

 
 On cross-examination, Mr. Cantor conceded that he was not aware of any laws that pertain to 
Nassau BOCES, with respect to what has to be done with “unrestricted assets” at the end of the year 
(although he was very familiar with the discretionary powers of boards in terms of wages) and he 
acknowledged that he was not aware that BOCES, at the end of the year must return available cash, other 
then monies put aside in a capital reserve fund, to its component districts,36 nor had he consulted the 
Uniform System of Accounts for Boards of Cooperative Educational Services issued by the State 
Comptroller.   In short, his was just a “cash analysis”37 and he concluded “they had the cash available to 
pay the wages as requested.”38  
 
ANALYSIS 
 
 On the subject of Salary and related benefit, a critical issue is whether BOCES had the funds to 
underwrite their cost.  From the Union Consultant’s point of view, BOCES did; however, Mr. Cantor’s 
opinion is directly attacked in the testimony of BOCES’ Chief Financial Officer, Ms. Siegel, who stated 
that it did not and in doing so, described functions of Section 150 of the Education Law which established 
COSERs (Cooperative Services) which are provided to component school districts over a wide range of 

                                                                                                                                                                             
City University of New York), Master of Arts degree in Interdisciplinary Studies (Hofstra 
University) and among other things, a faculty member of Brooklyn College, Department 
of Economics, and current Director of the Long Island Economic and Social Policy 
Institute at Dowling College as well as a Consulting Economist to county, towns, villages 
and communities.  See also Association Exhibit J. 
29 Tr., page 68; see also page 29 and  Exhibit J. 
30 Id., page 73. 
31 Id., page 74. 
32 Id., page 35. 
33 Id., page 39-43; see also Exhibit 8 (Nassau BOCES Change in  Unrestricted Net 
Assets, Year over Year).  
34 Id., page 59. 
35 Id., page 66. 
36 Id., page 69-71. 
37 Id., page 72. 
38 Id., page 79. 

 



 

areas39; and when BOCES provides a specific program to two or more school districts it would be a 
separate COSER with a tuition rate established by BOCES on a program specific COSER basis with each 
tuition set on that particular COSER being financially solvent, as every COSER is an individual cost center, 
or profit center; and as BOCES has 139 COSERs, there are 139 budgets.40     It is significant to note, as Ms. 
Siegel testified, that monies from one program may not be utilized in another and tuition rates vary widely 
from one COSER to the another.  Most compelling, however, were her responses to the inquiries of 
BOCES’ Counsel: 
 
  Q.  Were you present for Mr. Cantor’s testimony today? 
  A.  Yes, I was. 
 
  Q.  Mr. Cantor seems to assume that BOCES money goes into one big  pot.  Is    
        that accurate? 
  A.  No. 
 
  Q.  Tell me why it wasn’t accurate. 
  A.  Because each COSER, the way I am required to do the accounting for my 
        SED reports, I have to have little financial statements for every one of  
        those COSERs.  So each  COSER ends in a positive position or a negative 
        position or breakeven position and you can’t commingle those funds. 
 
  Q.  At the end of the year, if -- let’s again take the hearing impaired program.  If 
        there was additional funds left in that program, what happens to those funds? 
  A.  Those funds were either, through a board-approved resolution, put into the  
        capital fund for capital projects, or the money is refunded to the districts. 
 
  Q.  To the districts? 
  A.  By  COSER. 
 
  Q.   So any particular district might have a return of money in a particular -- 
  A.  If they participated in that program.  If they didn’t, they don’t get any  
        money back.41  
 
 BOCES Counsel continued: 
 
  Q.  You heard extensive testimony by Mr. Cantor that there is this pot of money 
         somewhere between 4 million and 35 million available for expenditures 
         by this BOCES.  Do you recall his testimony? 
  A.    I do. 
 
  Q.    Can you tell the hearing officer whether that was accurate? 
  A.    No.  As I have described  now, the way a BOCES is set up, it is these  
          cooperative services, COSERs, that run and do cooperative -- offer 
          cooperative services -- transportation, education.  And then at the end 
          of the year each one has a financial position. 
          And the money has to be allocated -- it is not just for any -- I can’t take, 
          if there was a surplus in transportation services, for example, where the 
          bus drivers were running buses and bringing kids to school .  If there  
          was a surplus,  I can’t take that money and give it over to the teenage 
          parenting program.  It is not a pool of money. 
          It is either set aside for capital project, roof repair, parking lots, renovations 
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          to buildings,  or it  goes back to the districts. 
          That is it.42

 
 Further, BOCES Counsel inquired: 
   
   Q.  Are you permitted, from one year to the next, to have a fund balance? 
   A.  No. 
   
   Q. What is a “fund balance”? 
   A.  A fund balance would be unallocated funds from revenue that you generated. 
         I don’t have that. 
 
   Q.  You don’t have that? 
   A.  No. 
 
   Q.  You can’t carry it over? 
   A.  No.43

 
 On her cross-examination by the Association’s Counsel, Ms. Siegel stated that  about $1 million to 
$l.2 million is refunded by the COSERs, net of billings and refund,44  to participating school districts each 
year from the year-end balances on  hand.45  And , she identified the statutory authority which precluded 
the use of money from one COSER to the other, by section and statute, as “Ed Law 1950”46  
 
 Finally, Ms. Siegel acknowledged, that at the end of the year, after the capital allocation had been 
made to the capital reserve fund, each COSER has a zero balance.47

 
 In view of the strong, knowledgeable and  unshaken testimony of BOCES’ Chief Financial 
Officer, it is clear that there was not and is not funds on hand to address the $4,000 one-time cash payment 
to Unit members salary demand made by  the Union,  in addition to the l6.5% increase earlier agreed to by 
the parties.  It is interesting to note that nowhere in Association Exhibit J does it directly include said 
$4,000, and Mr. Cantor acknowledged his report did not reflect it,48 but in his opinion,  he stated that 
“BOCES can afford to pay.”49

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
 Although Union Counsel has declared that “ there is an overwhelming surplus of cash 
available,”50  I think not.  Accordingly, the 16.5% increase to be paid over four years which was initially 
acceptable to both sides, it is hereby  recommended,  be now accepted by both sides to resolve the Salary 
issue. 
 
   
 
     LONGEVITY 
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44 Tr., page 346. 
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 BOCES Position: 
 
 Although it “values the purpose of a longevity award, to provide an incentive for continuity and 
loyalty to Nassau BOCES,” it noted the Union had accepted its proposal that for the amounts to be paid to 
its membership for 10 to 14 years of service ($1,308) and for 15 plus years ($1,863); however, it rejected 
the Union demand for the addition of a $500 payment during 7 to 9 years of service, based on its tenuous 
financial position, and pointed to its Exhibit 6, a chart,” which illustrated that Nassau BOCES’ proposed  
longevity increase produced an even more competitive award compared to other Long Island BOCES.”51   
Thus, it argued, its financial position precludes its incurring the additional expense.52    
 
 Union Position: 
 
 The additional longevity award sought would serve to retain existing talent and attract new 
Administrators53 and the added cost  of $86,500 was minimal.54

 
ANALYSIS 
 
 BOCES recognized the vital role played by the Administrators in the “day to day operation of 
Nassau BOCES.”  Its policy of seeking to retain Administrators beyond 10 years of service, since “they are 
more cognizant of the culture, practice and professional expectations of Nassau BOCES,”55 will  be 
facilitated by its longevity proposal and, in view of its financial position, it will not have to incur the 
additional expense  inherent in the Union proposal. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
 At this time, the longevity award provision should continue with entitlement contingent upon 
completion of 10 to 14 years of uninterrupted service or 15 or more years of such service as a BOCES 
Administrator at the rates agreed to by the parties. 
 
   PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS 
 
 BOCES position: 
 
 Both parties have had a merit based wage program for many years.  Both parties, for this period of 
time, have agreed that a salary increase should be based on merit and should not be an automatic payment 
each year.  If an Administrator is deemed unsatisfactory in job performance, the Administrator should not 
be entitled to a salary increase.  Using a performance evaluation system requires the Administrator to 
perform at a satisfactory level.  In the past 10 years, only 5 Administrators received a negative job 
performance evaluation.  BOCES interest in maintaining a qualified and motivated administration 
outweighs the Union effort to abandon it as a decisive factor in awarding salary increases  and BOCES has 
offered to form a Committee to review the current process.56

 
 
 
 UNION Position: 
 
 Under prior agreements, BOCES has been able to deny members of  Unit their annual salary 
increase if they had an unsatisfactory evaluation.   This contract provision is characterized as the “Demerit 
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Clause” since this denial then acted permanently to keep the affected member from ever reaching the full 
potential salary that the member should have received.  Indeed, it asserted, if a member has a performance 
issue, there are other provisions of the Education Law that address the matter.57 Moreover, it argued, all 
other Long Island and Metro Area BOCES have seen fit to grant raises to their administrators “without 
strings attached” and the contract provision should be abandoned.58

 
 Union Treasurer James Cappadona testified, using Union Exhibit D, what the impact would be on 
an Administrator denied a salary increase because of an unsatisfactory  performance evaluation who had a 
salary at the $75,000, $100,000 and $120,000 level over the four year term of the proposed contract with its 
proposed salary increases for total loses during the contract ranging from $11,973 to $19,157.  Thus he 
stated, “it goes out every year for the entire year, for all the years they work here and into retirement.”59   
 
ANALYSIS 
 
 The Union has stated that the Administrator’s Unit is at, and regarded to be, the “cutting edge” of 
all the BOCES’ Programs; indeed, they are the “most knowledgeable members” of  the BOCES Programs 
and “ARE the experts in our chosen areas of expertise, and are seen as such by the component districts of 
Nassau County and much of Suffolk County, as well.”60

 
 BOCES, in the competitive areas in which it functions, relies upon the Administrators in its day to 
day  operations and each Administrator must perform at a high level.  Both parties realize this since high 
level performance is the sine qua non sought by those component districts when they  consider whether or 
not to go with BOCES or one of its competitors.   The Union introduced no testimony or evidence that the 
performance evaluation device was defective or poorly applied; indeed, members of the Association are 
used to evaluate its peers,61 and the salary increase denied the unsatisfactory performer is shared among the 
other members of the Unit so the total amount of the Salary Increase is distributed to the satisfactory 
performers.  Aside from the “loss” experienced by the unsatisfactory performer, no substantial rationale 
was submitted to sustain the Union’s  contention that merit performance should play no part in salary 
increase determinations, as is currently provided in the CBA. Moreover, and interestingly, Union Treasurer 
Cappadona, testifying on behalf of the Association, responded to the inquiry of BOCES’ Counsel on this 
point, as follows: 
 
  Q.  Is it the position of the Association that persons should receive a salary  
        increase even if they performed unsatisfactorily? 
  A.  At this time, yes. 
 
 I suspect that at some prior or, perhaps, even future time, the answer might have been or would be 
“No,” because the Association would continue to want to have its membership maintain its “cutting edge” 
performance and continue to be recognized, as they are and rightly so,  as experts in their chosen areas of 
expertise by the component school districts and the other Long Island-area BOCES. 
 
. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
 The CBA currently requires annual performance evaluations and in order to receive a Career Level 
salary increase after 4 years service; an Administrator must receive satisfactory performance evaluations 
during those 4 years and the contract clause requiring it [Sec. 3.3(4)] should not be suspended while a Joint 
Committee of the Union and BOCES review the Performance Evaluation process.   Moreover, BOCES, 
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recognizing the value of its Administrators to its operations in the competitive market in which it provides 
its multiple services, should consider enhancing its Career Level salary plan as a further inducement to 
reward the superior performance it seeks on the part of all members of the Unit. 
 
 
  FORFEITURE OF SICK/VACATION PAY-OUT TO A FELON 
 
 BOCES Position: 
 
 This proposal calls for a change to the existing CBA to the effect that an Administrator who is 
convicted of a felony that is related to employment at Nassau BOCES will not be entitled to receive a 
sick/vacation leave pay-out.  It asserts the payment is based on merit and argues that an Administrator 
convicted of an employment-related crime does not warrant payment for such unused  leave entitlements. 
It urges that such a convicted employee should be penalized for an employment-related  crime.62

 
 Union Position: 
 
 The District Attorney and the criminal justice system, not the parties by contract,  should 
determine what penalty a convicted  Unit member should suffer for financial malfeasance relative to 
BOCES.63  
 
ANALYSIS 
 
 The parties have collectively negotiated the terms and conditions of employment over the years 
and the employees  in this Unit of Administrators have worked under those terms and have become entitled 
to the benefits for such labor.  Commission of a felony crime by such employees relating to  BOCES is the 
subject matter of the criminal justice system and not a labor relations matter.  Having performed services in 
accordance with the governing CBAs, an employee is entitled to the benefits earned.  The criminal justice 
system will levy such punishment as it determines to be proper for a felonious crime committed against 
BOCES and any BOCES loss may be addressed against such payment as may be sought, in the nature of a 
“set off” against the claim for payment of unused leave entitlements. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
 The argument offered by the Union is more compelling and it is submitted that BOCES should 
withdraw this proposal. 
 
   RETIREE HEALTH CARE CONTRIBUTION 
 
 BOCES Position: 
 
 In addition to the “belated” one-time payment of an additional $4,000 to each member of the Unit,  
the Union added another item of cost to their proposal by seeking to cut retiree contribution back to 15% 
(from 20% tentatively agreed to by the parties).64 Also, it argued, that the “contribution rate for current 
retirees is not before the Fact Finder .  The subject of collective bargaining is limited to[the] rate of retiree 
contribution of current employees...[and the] Fact Finder should note that in the past seventeen (17) years, 
the contribution rate for retirees has remained at ten percent (10%)”65 in the face of a consistent trend over 
the years, of health insurance premium rate increases, as demonstrated in charts in its Brief.66  BOCES 
asserted that, at the Hearing , the parties did not address this or the following two  issues (Payout for 
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Unused sick leave and Personal Leave).67

 
 Union Position: 
 
 Both Western Suffolk and Eastern Suffolk BOCES retirees pay 10% or below and Nassau BOCES 
should seek no more beyond a 15% rate68 since to do so would, in effect, reduce any salary increase 
received “by requiring the membership to pay a substantially higher percentage of their health insurance.”69 
Indeed, the lowest paid 1/3rd of the Unit would experience net loss of salary in the final year of the 
contract., while the highest 1/3rd would only see a 1.73% increase without considering an expected 
increase in the COL.70  
 
ANALYSIS 
 
 The data are clear: health insurance premiums have been in a steady upward spiral, a lot like the 
current oil crisis and increase in gasoline prices, and BOCES has borne the weight of those Health 
Insurance increases for may years in which the Unit members have continued to pay 10%.  The parties had 
reached tentative agreement on a 20% contribution, prior to the impasse that resulted when negotiations 
broke down on March 20.  The impact of health insurance premium costs on any salary increase is of 
concern and the Union produced charts demonstrating this and offered the testimony of Union  Treasurer 
Cappadona, who prepared the charts,71 who stated how these insurance premium charges would sharply 
diminish the basic salary increase received by the lowest and highest paid Unit members.72 On cross- 
examination by BOCES Counsel, however, he acknowledged that he did not know that the health insurance 
contribution Unit members paid was “run through Internal Revenue Code Section 125 plan and ...[was] 
deducted on a pre-tax basis...[and the numbers he used] were not pre-tax reduced numbers. ”73  His chart 
did not reflect a reduction because he was unaware that BOCES paid the sums due and “charges those sums 
against unit members on a pre-tax basis.”74

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
 With health insurance premiums having continued to spiral up over the past number of years and 
BOCES having maintained the contribution rate at 10 percent during that time, it argues that it can no 
longer do so and  bear  the economic burden by limiting the health care contribution to 15% for current 
employees, and the Fact Finder is mindful that there had been tentative agreement at a 20% contribution 
rate; accordingly, the Fact Finder is persuaded that the parties should adopt their prior position and accept 
the earlier agreed 20% retiree health care contribution rate for current employees. 
 
     
    PAYOUT FOR UNUSED SICK LEAVE 
 
 BOCES Position: 
 
 As this benefit equated to a significant cost to Nassau BOCES in the past, in the late 1970s 
BOCES negotiated this item out of its Teachers’ contract and did likewise in 1982 with the Administrators’ 
contract.   This benefit has not been offered to any other employee for 25 years, except Central Office 
personnel;  the potential cost for this Unit equates to about $77,000 per individual, which BOCES considers 
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“exorbitant;” and, it cannot afford to provide it, especially in its earlier described “difficult financial 
position.”  BOCES reiterated its limited ability to increase tuition rates, which equates to 91% of BOCES’ 
revenue, and described its need to be competitive in order to attract school districts to use BOCES.75 
Furthermore, it observed, the parties did not substantially address this item at the Hearing.76

 
 Union Position: 
 
 Fourteen out of fifteen BOCES throughout the State have such a benefit in their contract, from $30 
a day for up to 120 days to 300 day at current salary.  The Union feels strongly to re-include this benefit in 
the proposed contract.77

 
ANALYSIS 
 
 At the present time, the financial cost per individual in this 88-person Unit is extremely 
substantial.  BOCES also asserted that the topic was not substantively addressed, and that appears so, since 
there were very few references to it, although it appeared in Union Exhibit A, and Unit President JAMES 
PICARELLO testified that had their package been accepted, “there would be no sick day payout.”78

 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
 Although 14 of 15 other BOCES have this benefit as part of their contract, it was negotiated out of 
the Administrators’ CBA in the 1980s and the Union has presented no persuasive argument as to why it 
should be inserted now, especially with BOCES’ concern about raising tuition and driving school districts 
away from contracting with it.  The Union was prepared to abandon this proposal, as Exhibit A 
demonstrated, and I submit that it should not be further considered at this time. 
 
     PERSONAL LEAVE 
 
 BOCES Position: 
 
 The current CBA provides a 12-month employee the right to receive a total amount of 35 days of 
absence (excluding holidays when Administrators are not required to work).  The current number of leave 
days  places a significant burden on BOCES to run an efficient program since the role of Administrators, as 
indicated above, is vital to the day-to-day operation of the many programs.  In addition, it was noted in 
BOCES Exhibit 7, Administrators in the past two years have not used all of their allotted time off; indeed,  
it appears they have only used between 62-64% of their total allotted leave time. Thus, BOCES argues,  the 
request for additional leave time is unwarranted.79  It notes that this benefit also was not substantively 
addressed at the Hearing.80

 
 Union Position: 
 
 A total of three personal days is sought; BOCES “wants the members to have 2 days.”81  
 
ANALYSIS 
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 There appears to be one reference to Personal Days at the Hearing, when Treasurer Cappadona 
added it to the issues upon which the tentative agreement broke down, when he noted :  “There was also the 
Personal day and sick days.”82 No substantive rationale was submitted to support the request  and, indeed, 
Personal Leave was not even included in Union Exhibit A, its “score card “ of open items, although the 
Union did note, in its Post-Hearing Brief, that:  “A one day increase in personal days is not insurmountable 
for BOCES and should  be viewed as a way of increasing the already sub-zero morale of this unit.”83

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
 It appears that BOCES was at one time willing to grant two additional Personal Leave Days, while 
the Union sought three.  I see no compelling argument for the additional day, but perhaps this item will 
come up again when the parties meet to continue negotiations toward a new CBA.   
 
 
 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
     CONCLUSION 
 
 It is anticipated that the foregoing Findings and Recommendations will assist the parties toward a 
negotiated resolution of the current impasse and lead to a Collective Bargaining Agreement for the four 
year term contemplated. 
 
       Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
       OWEN B. WALSH, 
       Fact Finder 
Dated:   Oyster Bay, New York 
 2 October 2007 
 
Copy to: 
 
 John H. Gross, Esq. 
 Ingerman Smith, LLP 
 For BOCES 
 
 Louis D. Stober, Jr., Esq. 
 Louis D. Stober, Jr., LLC 
 For the Union  
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